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Artificial Intelligence, Content Management and Multimedia solutions for all sectors
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Industries and smartcities
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We participate in the 5G pilots of Telefónica for red.es
						












								






We are in # 5GDIGTop100 of Vodafone companies
						












								






Winners in Startups competition by GSIC
						











													





CINFO SL en el marco del Programa ICEX Next, ha contado con el apoyo de ICEX y con la cofinanciación del fondo europeo FEDER. La finalidad de este apoyo es contribuir al desarrollo internacional de la empresa y de su entorno.
						





















		






tiivii
		





NEW LIFE FOR LIVE EVENTS
		





The internet tv solution that allows you to broadcast matches, classes, shows and events automatically and with high quality 
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Our demos














Produce your events
		





Record, perform and video produce any type of audiovisual event to broadcast live or on demand through all kinds of platforms. Direct, delayed and video on demand.
						











Monetize your events
		





With tiivii you can earn extra income by generating subscriptions for your audience, inserting advertising and sponsorships and adding e-commerce to your events.
						





















		






tiivii multicamera

		









We have created a new cloud-based service that allows the viewer to choose the camera(s) they want to watch the event from, live with zero latency.
We can integrate this service to any existing web or app, or develop a customized platform. Also available on TV or decoders.
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tiivii EDUSTREAM 

		









													











+ INFO		





tiivii is the perfect solution for mixed education, when part of the students are connected remotely from home. With tiivii, the cameras follow the movement of the teacher/professor, while sending audio signal and a clear view of the board, projector or computer, and even their fellow students in the room. Your students will be able to interact with their classmates and comfortably connect to their classes online.
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Video supervision					



Live recording and viewing 



All installations centralized in one platform



Remote supervision from anywhere 



Real-time alerts





















						





Intelligent cameras					



We turn any camera into an intelligent one. 



We analyze images from the cameras you
already own



Custom algorithm developments 



We supply and install the cameras if you do
not have them 					




















				





Smart canopies					



Counting of people at a stop by time slot 



Counting people getting on and off buses 



Public transport frequencies 



Demand allocation modeling in public transport 



Information screen 



The project may also include the new canopy


























				





Parking and mooring control					



Indicator/Counter of free parking available



Double-parking control 



Parking / mooring time duration control



Detection of vehicles parked/boats moored in prohibited area



Access control. Automatic barrier opening





















				





Traffic modeling					



Vehicles type analysis 



Vehicle counting and license plate reading



Traffic patterns and flows. Anomalies 



Demand allocation modeling in public
transport					




















				





Obfuscation					



Real-time video analysis



Face-recognition in video



People obfuscation and de-obfuscation
algorithm



Suspicious behavior detection					

























				





Forgotten packets or abandoned garbage detection					



Counting packets loaded and unloaded 



Forgotten packets at loading dock or virtual street detection 



Forgotten packages in truck detection



Abandoned object in container range
recording



Person leaving the garbage recording 



Alerts to warehouse manager and driver 



Detection of low security situations					




















																																								





Zebra crossings					



Detection of people at zebra crossings



Integration with acoustic and light signals for warning cars 



Sending alarms to police in dangerous situations 



People and car counting 



Web panel with zebra crossing modeling 					




















				





Beach occupancy					



People counting



% occupancy 



Alarms for access to prohibited areas or unauthorized hours



Integration with occupancy notice panels



Beach occupancy model by time period



Integration with IoT system of atmospheric conditions



Abandoned objects on the beach detection					





















































Smartlighting
		





The new lighting generation

		









Efficient lighting
	Last generation LED technology 
	Consumption savings
	Integrated with cameras and wifi networks
	Remote and centralized management of all lights	Parameter adjustment: intensity, frequency, etc.
	AI algorithm management



						











Smart lighting
	Artificial Intelligence algorithm development within lights 
	Local algorithm execution but centralized global management 
	Heat maps; people, queue and license plate detection; tracking, garbage disposal control, etc. 

						













































		






OTT Platform
		


















how does it work

















features
		









Single platform with the entire video distribution cycle integrated
		











Personalized and multi-device OTT
		











Next-generation CMS for management
		
















Detailed analytics
		











Content creation
		



















































		






Apps and Devices

		









Our capabilities include

		












	Development of native apps: Android TV, OpenTV, Linux for operator STBs
	Integration with operator’s and third-party backends to build UI
	Knowledge of TV standards (DVB) and channel signaling
	Google certification (Android TV)
	Integration with conditional broadcast access systems (Nagra) and OTT (Widevine, PlayReady)
	Android TV apps for presentation of multimedia content
	MQTT integration for remote control
	Integration of publicity platform in the UI
	Integration and management of analytics platform and audience control (Google Analytics, firebase..)
	SNMP, DOCSIS, Dolby, PVR, VOD, EPG

						








































		






METADATA
		





Technology and services to enrich the EPG of television operators and catalogs of VOD / OTT platforms
 





						





characteristics 
		












				





Flexible integration					





















				





Unique identifiers					





















				





Support 24/7					





















				





Content recommendation					


























				





Extensive database					





















				





End-to-end operative					





















				





Marker adjustment					





















				





Synchronization of scheduling					































































CONTACT










Do yo want to test it out? Get in touch with us and let's talk about it.
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CLIENTS
		


















"Todos os Arteixos"Cinfo makes the presentation video of the II Arteixo Strategic Conference
    We like to say that cinfo Company is an innovation company expert in the application of cutting-edge...
      










tiivii, cinfo’s automatic production platform, will be used by R and the Vilagarcía city council for the broadcasting of sports events with 5G.
    The city council of Vilagarcía de Arousa in Pontevedra and R have reached an agreement to develop a project...
      










R, Cinfo, and Kipu Quantum design a quantum algorithm for analyzing and optimizing telecommunication networks
    January 23th, 2024.- The project, promoted by Cinfo and Kipu Quantum on the R infrastructure, applies...
      










CINFO presents the latest updates to tiivii and tiivii OTT at CES 2024
    We are in Las Vegas, where from the 9th to the 12th of January, CES 2024, one of the biggest technology...
      










2023: an important year for cinfo
    And first things first. We want to show our gratitude to all customers and partners who rely on us. We...
      










cinfo is chosen by Axega for the supply of a mobile video surveillance system
    Our knowledge of video technologies, their processing, and the application of Artificial Intelligence...
      










tiivii develops an Artificial Intelligence-based automated production system for Basque pelota
    tiivii, our automated production system, enhances visibility for all sports, and through our partnership...
      










cinfo presents tiivii RP2, the new version of its automatic and remote production suite.
    September 15, 2023, Amsterdam: cinfo announced today at IBC 2023 an evolved version of its cloud-based...
      










We keep improving our multilingual OTT. Automatic translations and automatically expanded synopses
    The hunger for learning and to try new things is one of cinfo's defining characteristics. A few months...
      










Avilés choose tiivii to broadcast municipal plenary sessions
    The municipality of Avilés has just signed a contract with cinfo to use its automatic production system,...
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Sport Federations


	

Pay TV Platforms


	

Broadcasters


	
Others















Shows
 showcases
		





	

Concert venues


	

Production companies


	

Brands and sponsors


	
Others















Industry and administrations showcases
		





	

EdTech 


	

Corporate TV


	

Video, IoT and industrial processes 


	

Others
















Contact cinfo
		





	


						
Edificio CSA, 1a planta, Ciudad de las TIC Avenida de Pedralonga, 32 15009 A Coruña


	


						
  +34 881896975


	


						
  Contact us


	


						
  Work with us
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Youtube
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cinfo on news
		





	




Mentions on press
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The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 954040
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Manage Cookie Consent










We use cookies to optimise our website and our service.






Functional



Functional

Always active							






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferencias


Preferencias







El almacenamiento o acceso técnico es necesario para la finalidad legítima de almacenar preferencias no solicitadas por el abonado o usuario.






Estadísticas


Estadísticas







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
El almacenamiento o acceso técnico que se utiliza exclusivamente con fines estadísticos anónimos. Sin un requerimiento, el cumplimiento voluntario por parte de tu Proveedor de servicios de Internet, o los registros adicionales de un tercero, la información almacenada o recuperada sólo para este propósito no se puede utilizar para identificarte.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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